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HUNTBook

SHADOW GRASS BLADES
Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades 
camo fools the bird’s eye—exactly 
what camouflage is supposed to do—
filling the missing link of pure grass 
elements on thatch and shadows. 
Blades is offered on some of the best 
fowling goods on the market today. 
Mossyoak.com; 662-494-8859.  

{ Fowling Goods }

ELECTRIC JERK FLAG
In a quest for the ultimate line of decoy 
accessories, Banded developed 
a two-position electronic flagging 
system. The unit operates by remote 
control and duplicates realistic wing 
movements. Works with 12-volt bat-
tery. Battery sold separately. Banded.
com; 888-992-6299.

PRO-DRIVE T-RAIL
Pro-Drive boats’ T-Rail heavy-
duty gunnel makes accessories 
an endless possibility. Tie-down 
eyes, dog platforms, grab bars, rod 
holders, rope cleats and more are 
all available. New models feature 
extended front decks. Prodrive
outboards.com; 337-229-0034.      

GHG’S PRO-GRADE SPECK
This new hand-painted decoy 
has a sleek design, uses StudLoc 
head connections and has the 
same head positions as GHG’s 
Pro-Grade Snow Geese. Uses 
RealMotion system with stakes. 
Feeders and Actives. Greenhead-
gear.com; 800-333-5119.

BLIND SIDE 20 GAUGE
Winchester’s Blind Side loads include 
proprietary hex-shaped pellets inflict-
ing more damage on waterfowl than 
standard steel shot. They’re available 
in several popular 12 gauge varia-
tions, but now also in potent 3-inch 
20 gauge in shot sizes 5 through BB. 
Winchester.com. 

KICKS’ HIGH FLYER
Kicks’ High Flyer Choke Tubes 
optimize shotgun patterns whether 
shooting long-range geese or tight-
decoying ducks while using any 
nontoxic shot option. They’re offered 
in 10 through 20 gauges and for most 
popular shotgun brands and models. 
Kicks-ind.com; 800-587-2779.  

BLACK CLOUD TUBE
This new tube is a constriction 
choke compatible with Black 
Cloud ammo that also shoots well 
with other ammo brands. Work-
ing with Federal, Patternmaster’s 
design enhances Flitecontrol wad 
performance. Patternmaster.com; 
877-388-2259.              

MOJO FATAL SHOT  TUBE
In partnership with Rob Roberts 
Custom Gunworks, Mojo intro-
duces a choke that patterns with 
all types of loads. The non-ported 
tube provides consistent point of 
impact, while grip allows changing 
chokes without tools. Mojoout-
doors.com; 866-216-6656.     

GO-DEVIL BOATS
Go-Devil has been offering boat and 
motor combinations to fit every need 
since 1977. The foundation of every 
boat is the 1⁄8-inch-thick, single sheet 
hull. All boats come standard with 
grab bar, navigation lights, push pole 
and spacious deck. Godevil.com; 
888-490-3254. 

CUPPED AND COMMITTED MOTION FLYER DECOY
If you’re looking for the ultimate realism in your goose spreads, Heavy Hauler’s 
snow and Canada Cupped and Committed motion/flier decoys deliver the 
goods. They include industry-first, built-in wing springs that help create attention-
grabbing and lifelike movement in even the lightest breezes. They can be set to 
imitate a flapping/gliding configuration or cupped and committed imitation. They 
set up and break down quickly via wing struts inserted into the pivoting motion 
component, just like standard goose flags. Buy singly or in three pack. Includes a 
handy storage bag. Heavyhauleroutdoorgear.com; 712-540-3605.    
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